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COMPANY PROFILE

Environmentally friendly Gabions have

Prospect Contractors have been installing Gabions
and Reno Mattresses for over 20 years. During this
time we have earned a reputation as leaders in the
industry, and been involved in a number of major
projects nationwide including: Sellicks Beach Weir
and the Adelaide Desalination Plant in SA, road
reinstatement in Halls Gap, Victoria and a dam
stabilisation project in the ACT. Over the past few
years we have also had a particularly large involvement
in the mining industry in Queensland and Western
Australia.

much less impact on the environment
than other construction materials such
as concrete; they have even improved
environmental quality at a number of
locations.
Aesthetically pleasing Gabions have a
natural appearance which is enhanced
when vegetation growth is encouraged.
Durable The double twisted wire mesh
of the Gabion baskets, ensure that they
will not unravel in the event of one or
more of the wires breaking. The PoliMac®
coated wire offers up to three times more
protection against corrosion than zinc

S Wetlands
S Weirs
S Creek rehabilitation

Can adapt to difficult sites Gabions

S Drainage

locations, including marine environments.

S Bio filters

Long lasting Gabions can last 100+ years,

S Erosion control

depending on the application and coating.
Strong The fastening procedure ensures
that the units act as one extremely strong
monolithic structure.
Flexible Gabions are able to accommodate
significant differential settlement.
Low maintenance Usually minimal
maintenance is required as Gabions are
extremely durable and long lasting.
Permeable This stops hydrostatic pressure
being built up behind retaining structures
and makes Gabions an ideal solution in
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S Coastal protection

coated wire.

can be used in environmentally sensitive

S Roads/railways
S Bridge abutments
S Sloping blocks
S Mining dump walls
S Retaining walls
S	Noise walls
S Decorative facades
S Architecture

Rapid installation Gabions can be installed

S	Landscaping

footing or curing is required.

Paul Mysiszczew
Chief Executive Officer

S Soil stabilisation

marine and freshwater environments.

at a much quicker rate that concrete as no

Our success is a result of the experience and
dedication of the operational and management
teams who have successfully delivered hundreds of
projects from concept to completion. We also have
a fully functional Quality Management system that
is accepted by all employees and management and
is subject to continuous development thus ensuring
consistent, outstanding quality of the finished product.

S Marine

S Thermal maze

At Prospect Contractors we believe in:
Providing Quality Services Prospect Contractors are committed to providing quality products, service, and
management. We use Quality Assured Maccaferri and Geofabric products that provide strength, flexibility and
durability. We have the very best company owned and operated equipment and we take care to ensure the Gabions
are installed correctly and efficiently to optimise their effectiveness, visual impact and lifespan.
Responding to the needs of our Clients At Prospect Contractors we have all the necessary equipment, personnel
and experience to offer quality services at a cost effective rate in any situation no matter the scale or technical
difficulty.
Delivering Excellent Results on Time We pride ourselves on our professional and efficient installation of Gabions
and Rockweld products. We consistently complete projects within deadlines ensuring satisfied clients.
Innovative Ideas Prospect Contractors will assess each location, evaluate the situation and suggest innovative
solutions to the problem. Whether it be with traditional wire mesh Gabions, Rockweld or even a particular geotextile
that is required, we will always recommend and quote on the best solution.
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COMPANY STRUCTURE

EQUIPMENT

Owner and Designer

Whatever the job, Prospect Contractors has all the
equipment needed to take your job from start to finish,
whether it’s bobcats, excavators, utes or trucks. All are
fitted with GPS so that they can be tracked nationally.

Owner of Prospect Contractors, Paul Mysiszczew,
has been in the construction industry for over 25
years and has worked in a range of areas including
civil, commercial, industrial and mining. Prospect
Contractors was established in 1984 in South
Australia, since then we have grown considerably
and now operate Australia wide with the capacity to
work overseas. Paul's expertise in Gabion installation
has earned the company accolades such as Master
Builder of the Year 2011 and multiple commendations
from the Civil Construction Federation.

Management Team
Our highly motivated, multi-disciplined management
team efficiently controls all aspects of the business
including: project management, administration,
quality management system, safety & environment
and 3D Design. The team’s combined knowledge and
experience guarantees exceptional outcomes for our
clients.

“At Prospect Contractors
we pride ourselves on our
efficient installation of Gabions
throughout Australia and with
such high standards we are a
preferred installer of Maccaferri
and Geofabric products”

Operational Team
All our staff are highly trained in the installation of
Gabions and Renos Mattresses, including the art of
hand facing. Staff also receive training in working at
heights, first aid, skid steer and excavator operations,
defensive driving, mining inductions, work zone traffic
management and health, safety & environment.
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POLIMAC®

GABION SIDE SECTIONS

High Performance Polymer Coating
POLIMAC®
Prospect Contractors now installs our wire Gabions
with the new PoliMac® coating. Maccaferri has
developed PoliMac®; a new polymer coating for
hexagonal double twist steel wire mesh products. It
has been developed to:

HIGH PERFORMANCE POLYMER COATING

• Meet environmental project requirements
The infrastructure
onthe
which
we rely
is facing demands
more demanding operating conditions; the frequency and
• Achieve
technical
performance
of hydraulic,
geotechnical,
erosion control
and
severity of exposure
is increasing.
International
standards
already require to identify the environmental
environmental protection projects
conditions at the design stage of a structure, assessing their significance in relation to the design
• of
Maximise
longevity
structural efficiency
working life
the structure.
Asand
a consequence
of this, clients are demanding greater resilience, better
through increased abrasion and chemical
performanceresistance
and more value than ever before. This drives the development of superior materials that
can respond
these
new demands.
The to
new
PoliMac®
coating is an inert polymeric
compound which exhibits high abrasion resistance. It

Due to the
scarcity of natural
synthetic materials are now a viable option in
is increasing
capable of withstanding
the mostresources,
severe application
conditions
including highly
aggressive
mechanical
solving modern
engineering
problems,
especially
withinand
geotechnical, hydraulic, environmental
chemical impact, long-term ultraviolet radiation and
protection and erosion control applications.
low temperature effects.

polymer
recipe
is exclusive
to Maccaferri and has
The new PoliMac® coating is an inert polymeric compound
To respondThe
to these
needs,
Maccaferri
has developed
been
selected
for
use
within
the
construction,
mining
PoliMac®; a new polymer coating for hexagonal double
which exhibits high abrasion resistance. It is capable of
twist steel and
wireenvironmental
mesh products.industries.
It has been developed to:
withstanding the most severe application conditions
including highly aggressive mechanical and chemical impact,
long-term ultraviolet radiation and low temperature effects.

Meet environmental project requirements
Achieve the technical performance demands of
hydraulic, geotechnical, erosion control and
environmental protection projects

The polymer recipe is exclusive to Maccaferri and has

Maximise longevity and structural efficiency through
increased abrasion and chemical resistance

been selected for use within the construction, mining and
environmental industries.

Section of a 4m Gabion Wall

Steel wire protected by long-life galvanising with an additional PoliMac® polymeric coating

NEW
POLYMER
COATING

Long-life
galvanising

Steel wire
low carbon

New coating
PoliMac®

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
FREE OF HEAVY METALS
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POLIMAC® PRODUCTS HAVE
IDENTIFICATION ON THEIR EDGE WIRES

Section of a Gabion Terramesh Wall
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CARRICKALINGA WALL

OFFICE PILITO
NOISE WALL
ROCCO
NOISE WALL

WIRE GABION PROJECTS

Rocco Pilito Noise Wall - Two Wells, SA

Prospect Contractors installed a bluestone Gabion wall at the front of a house in Carrickalinga, to help hide
and reinforce an existing concrete wall. Another Gabion wall was also added to the rear of the property.

ALPINE ROAD WALL

OFFICE NOISE WALL

Prospect Contractors were contracted by a local resident to build a noise wall adjacent to their property, to
block out the traffic noise from the Northern Expressway.

Carrickalinga Retaining Wall - Carrickalinga, SA

Prospect Contractors Office Noise Wall - Glandore, SA
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Prospect Contractors installed a noise wall to the front of their office on South Road to help reduce traffic
noise. The Gabion wall incorporated sand bags in the centre of each basket which helps absorb excessive
noise even further.

Alpine Road Retaining Wall - Seacombe Heights, SA

The home owner wanted to build a retaining wall that would help provide some privacy from the road, as
well as an entertaining area at the front of the house. The wall incorporated sleeves to the top to allow for
the fencing that was added after construction.
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TORRENS FOOTBRIDGE

MORGAN RIVER WALL

Torrens Footbridge Repairs - Walkerville, SA

Morgan River Wall - Morgan, SA

Prospect Contractors installed 120m of Gabions along the riverbank at a private property, to reinstate the
bank after it had collapsed as a result of the river flooding.

Prospect Copntractors installed Gabion retaining walls to repair and stabilise the Torrens river bank around
the local footbridge in Walkerville.

Greenbanks River Wall - Murray Bridge, SA

Torrens Park Creek Rehabilitation - Torrens Park, SA

A Gabion retaining wall was installed on the banks of the River Murray for a private home owner. The wall
not only prevents further erosion to the river bank but acts as a shock absorber, dissipating waves from
passing boats.

An owner of a suburban home contacted Prospect Contractors to install Gabions into a severely eroded
creek bed running behind their back garden. They could see the benefit of Gabions in erosion control, as
we had installed Gabions to the neighbouring property several years earlier.
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TORRENS PARK CREEK

OFFICE NOISE RIVER
WALL WALL
GREENBANKS
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AMPHITHEATRE WALL

OFFICE GARDEN
NOISE WALL
PAUL’S
GABIONS

Cornerstone College Amphitheatre Wall - Mt Barker, SA

Prospect Contractors built a series of Gabion retaining walls in the front and rear gardens of a home in
Coromandel Valley. Different coloured rock walls were used in each garden creating colour and interest.

Prospect Contractors were also commissioned to install a curved Gabion wall to the amphitheatre area in
front of the new Middle Years Learning Centre.

Happy Valley Retaining Wall - Happy Valley, SA

Cornerstone College Drama Centre - Mt Barker, SA

HAPPY VALLEY WALL

CORNERSTONE COLLEGE

Paul’s Garden Gabions - Coromandel Valley, SA
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This project at a home in Happy Valley was a challenge to access but our trained installers executed the
job perfectly. We installed two large Gabion retaining walls to the side and back of the home in Happy
Valley.

Prospect Contractors installed a Gabion retaining wall around the Drama Centre at Cornerstone College.
The use of sandstone and the occasional basket filled with bluestone complements the colours used in the
new building.
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STIRLING RETAINING WALL SEAT

OFFICE NOISE
WALL
MASONIC
HOMES
FEATURE WALL

Stirling Retaining Wall Seat - Stirling, SA

Prospect Contractors built a feature entrance wall to the newly renovated retirement village at Somerton
Park. The end result is unique and modern, complementing the new building facade.

Prospect Contractors built a stepped retaining wall, with timber seating added to the lower level, in the
backgarden of a home in Stirling. The finished retaining walls and landscaping are both practical and
visually appealing!

Crafers Curved Wall - Crafers, SA

Land Slip Gabion Retaining Wall - Carey Gully, SA

Prospect Contractors built a 3m high Gabion wall at a home in the Adelaide Hills. The curved wall mirrors
the curved aspect of the house and connects well with the surrounding area. The wall is aesthetically
pleasing and functional in its design, acting as a wind barrier and retaining wall to the courtyard area.

Prospect Contractors were called in to stabilise the earth adjacent to a rock cutting, which was very close
to a home in Carey Gulley. A three-tiered Gabion retaining wall was installed to protect the land from
sliding, outside the newly renovated bathroom.
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LAND SLIP GABION WALL

CRAFERS CURVED WALL

Masonic Homes Feature Wall - Somerton Park, SA
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McLAREN VALE MOTEL PILLARS

Traditional wire Gabions have been
in use for around 140 years. It's only
in recent years that welded mesh
Gabions (Rockweld) have been used
for aesthetic purposes in fencing and
landscaping. Rockweld Gabions are
made from rigid, galvanised steel
mesh, which can be filled with rock,
stone or pebbles.
Applications include fencing, seating
and feature walls and can be adapted
to different shapes and sizes.

F E N C I N G

•

S E A T I N G

•

F E A T U R E

McLaren Vale Motel Pillars - McLaren Vale, SA

Prospect Contractors installed 18 Rockweld pillars as part of a feature fence around the McLaren Vale
Motel and pool. Each bluestone rock was placed by hand and glass and timber panels were fitted between
each pillar.

HALLETT COVE NOISE WALL

The finished product is strong,
secure and fire proof. Rockweld
fencing is the perfect solution
in busy traffic areas, where they
offer noise reduction as well as
protection against passing traffic.
The finished look is natural as well as
contemporary and can be a unique
feature to any home or business.

W A L L S

Hallett Cove Noise Wall - Hallett Cove, SA
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In 2008, Prospect Contractors installed the Gabion noise wall along Patpa Drive at Hallett Cove. The wall
is constructed out of 4m Rockweld pillars and curved galvanised iron. This acts as protection and a sound
barrier between the houses and the main road around the shopping centre.
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WALKERVILLE FENCE

OFFICE NOISE
WALLWALL
BOTANIC
GARDENS

Walkerville Fence - Walkerville, SA

The Kitchen Garden Initiative is a new area at the Adelaide Botanic Gardens. Prospect Contractors
installed a couple of hand-faced, sandstone Rockweld walls which incorporated custom made glass rocks.

The owners of this home on a busy intersection wanted a new fence that would help minimise the traffic
noise as well as provide a modern and stylish screen to their home.

Motorsport Park Wall - Tailem Bend, SA

Hallett Road Fence - Burnside, SA

Prospect Contractors installed two hand-faced sandstone walls at one of the entrance ways to ‘The Bend
Motorsport Park’, a new racing track in Tailem Bend. The sandstone colour blends beautifully with the local
environment and the colours of the nearby cliffs of the Murray River.

Prospect Contractors installed a Rockweld fence at a home in Burnside, to provide privacy as well as to
reduce noise on the busy residential street. A low retaining wall was also built to retain the soil in the front
garden below the fence, creating a neat pathway to the front entrance to the house.
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HALLETT ROAD FENCE

MOTORSPORT PARK WALL

Botanic Gardens Wall - Adelaide, SA
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KANGARILLA WATER FEATURE

OFFICE
NOISE
WALL
THE
PARADE
FENCE

Kangarilla Water Feature - Burnside, SA

The owners of a home on a main road in Kensington Gardens, wanted to block out the traffic noise and
provide privacy to their home. The warm colour of the timber gates contrasts beautifully with the cool tones
of the tipped-in bluestone. The corner gate and landscaping provides a stylish entrance to the home.

The owners of a property in Kangarilla approached Prospect Contractors with the idea of a water feature.
Together we designed this hand faced S-shaped wall that sits in a custom made concrete basin. Water is
pumped up through the rocks and trickles down the sides of the wall.

Drainage diverter

Gilberton Wall - Gilberton, SA
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BEECHWOOD HOMES WALL

GILBERTON WALL

The Parade Fence - Kensington Gardens, SA

Culvert wing walls

Prospect Contractors installed a sandstone Gabion wall around a new home on a corner block in
Gilberton. The hand-facing of the rock creates a flat, uniform surface to the wall, complementing the clean,
straight lines of the modern home

Beechwood Homes Retaining Wall - Craigburn Farm, SA

Beechwood Homes contracted Prospect Contractors to install bluestone retaining walls to their new
display home at Craigburn Farm. The bluestone beautifully complements the modern white architecture.
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OFFICE NOISE
WALLWALLS
KALYRA
RETAINING
Kalyra Retaining Walls - Belair, SA

NORTON SUMMIT WALLS

Several tipped-in bluestone Rockweld retaining walls were installed at Kalyra Heights, a new retirement
development in Belair. Prospect Contractors installed a total of 338m2 of Gabions around the driveways,
car parks and homes.

Drainage diverter

Norton Summit Retaining Walls - Norton Summit, SACulvert wing walls
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Prospect Contractors installed a hand-faced, bluestone Gabion retaining wall along the driveway at a home
in Norton Summit. The 39m wall curves around the front of the property. Spot lighting was incorporated
into the wall during construction to help visibility around the steps at night.
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Contact:

Brooke Mysiszczew
Office Manager
Email: admin@prospectcontractors.com.au
Phone: (08) 8218 3600
Paul Mysiszczew
CEO/Estimating
Email: paul@prospectcontractors.com.au
Phone: 0418 836 100
Peter Koschelew
Operations Manager
Email: peter@prospectcontractors.com.au
Phone: 0459 184 135
Sam Fuller
Estimating
Email: sam@prospectcontractors.com.au
Phone: 0439 852 560
Postal Address
PO Box 522
Blackwood
South Australia 5051
Office Address
682 South Road
Glandore
South Australia 5037
Phone (08) 8218 3600
Fax (08) 8297 6444

www.prospectcontractors.com.au

